
Code: CC1209 2021/01LegnoNat Base

Innovation From Kerakoll green research, Italian 
design for the living comfort.

Natural-effect, single component, water-based 
preparation coat. Italian design for living 
comfort.

To be used for base preparation in the 
LegnoNat WR00 cycle.

LegnoNat Base

Rating 4 1. Easy to apply and quick to sand
2. Natural wood-effect, lightly 

planed
3. Compliant with Directive 

2004/42/EC

02.21
VOC Low Emission
Water based
Solvent ≤ 80 g/kg
Low Ecological Impact
Health Care



Code: CC1209 2021/01LegnoNat Base

Areas of application
Preparation of the natural effect substrate 
(colour WR00) of:
 - Legno Large, Legno Medium, Legno Small
 - traditional oak floors, brushed finish
 - pre-finished oak floors, brushed finish
 - oak floors to be repaired, brushed finish

Specific for overcoating with Microresina® 
Xtreme.

Do not use 
For external use, generally on wooden floors 
other than those expressly mentioned; on wooden 
floors that are subject to prolonged or constant 
contact with water.

Instructions for use
Preparation of substrates
 - Legno Large, Legno Medium, Legno Small: 
clean the floor carefully to ensure the surface 
is free of dust, oil, wax, silicones, residual 
adhesive and stains of any type. Sand with 
SoftPad, carefully vacuum up all the dust 
created during sanding and then apply 
LegnoNat Base.

 - Floors made of oak, of traditional or pre-
finished type, and to be repaired: sand the 
hardwood floor to obtain a smooth, clean 
surface that is free of dust, oil, wax, silicones, 
residual adhesive and stains of any type.  
If necessary, apply Aqua-Pur Flex to fill in any 
cracks and uneven areas. After ≈ 30 minutes 
proceed to brush, using specific equipment 
only. Sand with SoftPad, carefully vacuum up 
all the dust created during sanding and then 
apply LegnoNat Base.

Preparation
The product is ready-to-use. Shake well before 
use. Poor the product into a clean container of 
a suitable size. During application remix the 
product in the container.
Application.
Apply LegnoNat Base evenly with Roller Plus 
using the coverage indicated.
After ≈ 4 hours, sand with SoftPad and carefully 
vacuum up all the dust produced during sanding. 
Then proceed to apply Microresina® Xtreme, 
following the instructions provided in the 
technical data sheet.
Cleaning
Tools can be cleaned with water to remove 
residual traces of LegnoNat Base before the 
product hardens.

Certificates and marks

*  Émission dans l’air intérieur Information sur le niveau d’émission de substances volatiles dans l’air intérieur, présentant un risque de toxicité par inhalation, sur une échelle de classe allant de A+ (très faibles émissions) à C (fortes émissions).

CO

NTRIBUTES TO

P O I N T S

Special notes
Before use acclimatize the product to reach room 
temperature.
use clean containers and tools.
once opened, the can must be used as quickly as 
possible.
To give an even aesthetic effect, apply layers of 
uniform thickness and follow the recommended 
quantities.

The photographic images in the catalogue and 
on the website, as well as the colours shown 
in the samples are to be considered purely 
indicative.
Use material from a single production batch for 
each project.
Materials coming from different batches may 
have variations in tonality and colour.
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The Rating classifications refer to the GreenBuilding Rating® Manual 2012. This information was last updated in January 2021 (ref. GBR Data Report - 02.21); please note 
that additions and/or amendments may be made over time by KERAKOLL SpA; for the latest version, see www.kerakoll.com. KERAKOLL SpA shall therefore be liable 
for the validity, accuracy and updating of information provided only when taken directly from its institutional website. The technical data sheet given here is based on 
our technical and practical knowledge. As it is not possible for us to directly check the conditions in your building yards and the execution of the work, this information 
represents general indications that do not bind Kerakoll in any way. Therefore, it is advisable to perform a preliminary test to verify the suitability of the product for 
your purposes.
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Warning
Product for professional use
abide by any standards and national regulations
protect from direct sunlight and air currents for 
the first 3 hours
do not use different product batches in the same 
room or in adjacent rooms

if necessary, ask for the safety data sheet
 for any other issues, contact the Kerakoll 
Worldwide Global Service +39 0536 811 516 - 
globalservice@kerakoll.com

Technical Data compliant with Kerakoll Quality Standard

Appearance white liquid

Shelf life ≈ 12 months from production in the original sealed 
packaging

Warning protect from frost, avoid direct exposure to sunlight 
and sources of heat

Pack 2.2 l can

Temperature range for application from +5 °C to +30 °C

Dust free ≈ 30 min.

Waiting time for overlaying with LegnoNat Finish ≈ 4 hrs after sanding down

Coverage:

- Legno Large, Legno Medium, Legno Small ≈ 100 ml/m²

- traditional or pre-finished oak floors ≈ 100 – 150 ml/m²
Values taken at +23 °C, 50% R.H. and no ventilation. Data may vary depending on specific conditions at the building site, i.e.temperature, ventilation and absorbency level of the substrate and of the 
materials laid.


